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The perfect combination of style, quality and practicality.

At the heart of the range is the beautiful Stamford sleigh cot bed, with its elegant scroll design offering 
traditional styling and a contemporary finish. For those looking for all of the great features of a full size 
cot bed but with limited space, the Stamford mini sleigh cot bed is the perfect option. The changing unit, 
wardrobe and cot bed under drawer provides all the storage options you could possibly need.

Available in White, Taupe Grey & Warm Grey to bring an alternative fresh feel to your little ones nursery.

Obaby, are delighted to announce television personality, business woman and Celebrity Mum 
of the Year winner, Amy Childs, as the new official ambassador and face of the brand. 

Amy Childs “I am honestly so excited to be the face of such a fantastic and trusted brand.  
The furniture is amazing quality, useful for all parents and children alike, and is so versatile 
that it will complement any childs nursery. It’s amazing. I have had for my Polly, their furniture 
from since she was born and it’s been great, I can’t wait for you to see the exciting plans we 
have for the year ahead.”
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Cot Bed/Day Bed

Our beautiful Luxe sleigh cot bed grows with your child. 
Once your little one is old enough to progress from cot 
mode to a toddler bed, you can use the included safety rail 
for support until they get used to their big bed. Remove 
the side rails to make a beautiful toddler bed and once 
they outgrow this, the Luxe can become a useful day bed 
for lounging and relaxing. 

Hand-shaped end scrolls flow perfectly into the curved rear side rail creating 
a unique look which truly sets the Luxe apart from other sleigh cot beds.

The included matching under drawer slides neatly under the cot bed and 
offers parents that much needed extra storage space for their little one’s 
belongings without taking up valuable space elsewhere.

Luxe features:

• Adjustable, 3 position base height
• Full height end panels for effortless transformation into a toddler bed
• Suitable from birth to approximately 4 years old
• Elegant scroll design flowing from end to end
• Protective teething rail for delicate teeth & gums
• Stylish under drawer included for extra storage
• Requires mattress measuring 140 x 70cm, available separately

Weight: 37.9kg
Dimensions: 100(h) x 77(w) x 160(l)cm
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The under drawer slides neatly under the cot 
bed and offers parents that much needed 
extra storage space without taking up valuable 
space elsewhere.
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Classic features:

• Adjustable, 3 position base height
• End panels split for effortless transformation into a toddler bed
• Full end panels with elegant curved, scroll design
• Suitable from birth to approximately 4 years old
• Protective teething rails for delicate teeth & gums
• Stylish under drawer included for extra storage
• Requires mattress measuring 140 x 70cm, available separately

Weight: 35.8kg
Dimensions: 91(h) x 76(w) x 155(l)cm

Cot Bed

At the heart of the range is the beautiful Stamford Classic sleigh cot 
bed, with its elegant scroll design offering traditional styling with a 
contemporary finish.

As your child grows, so does the Stamford cot bed.  Once your child is 
old enough to progress to a bed, the sides can be removed and the ends 
split down to create a perfectly sized toddler bed to provide the perfect 
night’s sleep for years to come. The included matching under drawer 
slides neatly under the cot bed and offers parents that much needed 
extra storage space for their little one’s belongings without taking up 
valuable space elsewhere.

Classic toddler bed
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Cot Bed/Day Bed

For those looking for all of the great features of a full size cot bed but 
with limited space, the Stamford Mini sleigh cot bed is the perfect 
addition to any nursery. Its elegant scroll design offers traditional 
styling while its slatted ends add a contemporary touch.

As your child grows, so does the Stamford Mini cot bed. Once your 
child is old enough to progress to a bed, the fixed sides can be 
removed to create a timeless toddler bed, providing you with extra 
use for years to come. The included matching under drawer slides 
neatly under the cot bed and offers parents that much needed extra 
storage space for their little one’s belongings without taking up 
valuable space elsewhere.

Mini features:

• Adjustable, 3 position base height
• Effortless transformation into a toddler bed and day bed
• Slatted end panels with elegant curved, scroll design
• Suitable from birth to approximately 3 years old
• Protective teething rails for delicate teeth & gums
• Stylish under drawer included for extra storage
• Requires mattress measuring 120 x 60cm, available separately

Weight: 25.5kg
Dimensions: 91(h) x 66(w) x 134(l)cm

Mini toddler bed

Mini day bed
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Cot

For those who require the features of a full size cot but have 
limited space, the Stamford Space Saver cot is the perfect 
solution. Whilst requiring much less space than the Stamford cot 
beds, the Space Saver cot provides a three position adjustable 
height base, teething rails and an under cot storage drawer.

Space Saver cot features:

• Adjustable, 3 position base height
• Slatted end and side panels with elegant curved, scroll design
• Suitable from birth to approximately 18 months
• Protective teething rails for delicate teeth and gums
• Stylish under drawer included for extra storage
• Requires mattress measuring 100 x 50cm, available separately

Weight: 22.55kg
Dimensions: 91(h) x 55(w) x 114(l)cm
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Soft close door

Crafted using solid 
wood, featuring an 
elegant scroll design 
that flows through the 
Stamford range.
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Single Wardrobe features:

• One full length cupboard with soft close door
• Cupboard features two internal hanging rails
• Easy to use recessed handle

Weight: 43kg
Dimensions: 175(h) x 76(w) x 50(d)cm

Double Wardrobe features:

• One full length cupboard with two hanging rails & soft close door
• Three half width, height adjustable shelves
• Three half width drawers on smooth gliding, metal runners
• Easy to use recessed handles

Weight: 74.2kg
Dimensions: 175(h) x 111(w) x 50(d)cm

The gracefully designed Stamford single wardrobe is the ideal 
choice for parents looking for perfect design, without compromising 
on features.  For those who require storage for little one’s clothes, 
but don’t quite have the space for a double wardrobe, the single 
wardrobe is the perfect solution. Its recessed handles ensure easy 
opening and eliminate the risk of snagging whilst inside, 2 hanging 
rails provide all the storage you could need for keeping little one’s 
clothes neat and tidy.

This beautiful double wardrobe is crafted using solid wood and 
features the same elegant scroll design that flows through the rest 
of the Stamford range. A full height, soft close door encloses the 
main cupboard section with 2 hanging rails for storing little one’s 
adorable outfits.  For the smaller belongings, the left hand side of the 
wardrobe is divided between 3 height adjustable shelves and 3 full 
depth drawers ensuring that there’s always a perfect place for storing 
or displaying any precious possessions.
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Open changing unit features:

• Two large shelving areas
• Carefully considered table top, perfect for the use of a changing mat

Weight: 13.6kg
Dimensions: 91(h) x 90(w) x 50(d)cm
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A combination of three full depth drawers and full height 
cupboard with adjustable shelf and soft close door provide plenty 
of storage options for little one’s precious belongings, whilst the 
cleverly recessed section on the top of the changing unit perfectly 
accommodates a changing mat. Sleek lines and recessed handles 
create a stylish and uncluttered look, whilst ensuring it remains 
snag free and simple to use.

With two large shelves there is always plenty of space to store 
all your little one’s most precious belongings, keeping them all 
in sight, easily accessible and close to hand. A clever recessed 
section on the top of the changing unit perfectly accommodates a 
changing mat.

Closed changing unit features:

• One full height cupboard with an adjustable shelf and soft close door
• Three half width, full depth drawers on smooth gliding, metal runners
• Easy to use recessed handles
• Carefully considered table top perfect for the use of a changing mat

Weight: 39.4kg
Dimensions: 91(h) x 90(w) x 50(d)cm
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Chest of drawers features:

• Five full width drawers on smooth gliding, metal runners
• Easy to use recessed handles

Weight: 43.4kg
Dimensions: 131(h) x 79(w) x 40(d)cm
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Whether you require extra storage, or need something smaller 
than a full size wardrobe, the Stamford chest of drawers is the 
perfect addition to any nursery. Consisting of five deep drawers 
on smooth gliding runners with recessed handles and elegant 
scroll design, the chest of drawers coordinate perfectly with the 
rest of the Stamford furniture range 

The bookcase offers an excellent storage solution for all of your 
little one’s most treasured possessions. With lots of space on four 
deep shelves, it can easily accommodate the biggest of books, 
the precious keepsakes or that special toy that needs to always 
be close to hand. 

Bookcase features:

• Four deep open shelf spaces
• Taller lower shelf to accommodate large books
• Adjustable shelf positions

Weight: 31.8kg
Dimensions: 131(h) x 79(w) x 40(d)cm
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The Stamford toy box and shelf offer stylish storage solutions for 
little ones to keep their most prized possessions, books and keep 
sakes. The toy box has a large single drawer construction, offering 
plenty of space whilst the solid constructed top offers a practical 
surface for play time. The shelf offers two big shelf spaces and 5 
pegs underneath for additional hanging storage. Both have the same 
elegant design as the rest of the Stamford range to add the perfect 
finishing touch to any nursery.

If you’re looking for an alternative changing solution to a full changing 
unit, the Stamford cot top changer is ideal. This beautiful wooden 
piece carefully considers space and design to create the perfect 
addition to your child’s cot bed. The cot top changer is compatible 
with your Stamford Mini or Classic cot bed, or cots and cot beds with 
parallel sides between 65 and 76cm apart, and is fitted by using a 
simple and secure Velcro strap. The space used is cleverly modelled 
to facilitate the use of a baby changing mat, while smooth surfaces 
have been utilised throughout to ensure the unit is a breeze to wipe.

Cot top changer features:

• Compact alternative to a full size changing unit
• Suitable from birth to up to 12 months
• Compatible with the Stamford Classic and Mini cot bed
• Velcro strap to secure changer on to cot or cot bed
• Easy to clean surfaces

Weight: 6.7kg
Dimensions: 16(h) x 57(w) x 88(l)cm

Toy box features:

• One full height drawer on smooth gliding, metal runners
• Easy to use recessed handles

Weight: 20.65kg
Dimensions: 50(h) x 78(w) x 40(d)cm

Shelf features:

• 2 shelf spaces for extra storage
• Top shelf lip prevents items falling
• 5 pegs for additional hanging storage below
• Elegant scroll design to compliment the rest of the range

Weight: 9.4kg
Dimensions: 57(h) x 76(w) x 25(d)cm Mini cot bed

Classic cot bed
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A light and warmer alternative to our popular taupe grey. 
Providing your nursery with a subtle and sophisticated look 
and feel.

Luxe day bed

Luxe cot bed
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Classic toddler 
bed

Classic cot bed

Single wardrobe

Mini cot bed

Space Saver cot
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Mini cot bed

Classic cot bed

Mini day bed

This colour offers a deep grey solution to add to your nursery. 
An elegant colour with the sophisticated Stamford design.
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Luxe with toddler rail

Space Saver cot

Toy boxTall chest of drawers
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The reclining glider chair offers an ideal place for feeding 
time with the option to recline the chair for added comfort. 
The included stool glides too, providing a much needed 
addition to relax with or without your little one. 

Glider features:

• Smooth gliding motion 
• 6 position recline adjusted by raising chair arms
• Extra padded cushions, with pockets, ensure comfort at all times
• Coordinating stool features same gliding ability and matching 

cushion

Weight: 
Chair - 15.1kg
Stool - 5.95kg

Dimensions: 
Chair - 100(h) x 66(w) x 72(d)cm
Stool - 34(h) x 49(w) x 38(d)cm

Deluxe glider features:

• Smooth gliding motion
• Gliding lock to provide a gliding or fixed position choice
• 6 position recline adjusted by raising chair arms
• Extra padded cushions, with pockets, ensure comfort at all times
• Coordinating stool features same gliding ability and matching 

cushion

Weight: 
Chair - 17.55kg
Stool - 5.75kg

Dimensions: 
Chair - 105(h) x 68(w) x 72(d)cm
Stool - 32(h) x 49(w) x 37(d)cm

The deluxe reclining glider chair and stool are the perfect 
place to rest and relax with your baby whilst enjoying the 
utmost of comfort with the option to recline or use the gliding 
lock to easily change from gliding to fixed. No matter what 
the occasion, be it feeding time, reading a story or just a 
much needed time out, the gentle gliding motion of the chair 
soothes your little one to sleep whilst helping you unwind, 
even providing handy pockets to keep those favourite books 
close to hand.  The gliding stool perfectly mimics the motions 
of the chair too.
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Features:

• Tencel top panel to increase moisture and humidity management, 
creating a dry and comfortable sleeping environment

• Zipped top panel can be removed for washing without removing 
the mattress from the cot.

• Waterproof, air permeable PU panel can be used as a sleeping 
surface whilst top panel is in the wash.

• The breathable knitted polyester cover can also be used as a 
sleep surface when the waterproof features are not required

• Mattress cover unzips in order to flip core from baby side (firmer) 
to toddler side (softer)

• Removable water resistant inner cover on core can be used 
as a sleeping surface whilst outer cover in the wash . Labelled 
FIRMER/SOFTER for easy recognition

• Dual core; coir side for babies , pocket springs side for toddlers
• 2cm coir layer – naturally breathable, absorbent and supportive. 

Natural anti dust mite qualities on baby side
• 100% wool comfort layer over coir
• 70mm pocket spring unit made up of 190 individual springs on 

toddler side cot bed size and 136 springs for cot size
• Nursery grade foam does not contain added antimony, 

phosphorous and arsenic based fire retardants
• Removable outer cover can be washed at 60°

Features:

• Dual core; 15mm fibre side – breathable, hypoallergenic and 
comfortable side for babies (firmer). Up to 220 individual pocket 
springs covered in nursery grade, dent resistant foam – superb 
support and comfort for toddlers (softer)

• 3D spacer top cover for increased airflow, breathability and total 
body support

• Moves perspiration away from the body and through the fabric 
ensuring optimum comfort in the sleeping environment

• Mattress cover unzips in order to flip core from baby side (firmer) to 
toddler side (softer),

• Waterproof, air permeable PU base cover can be flipped over for 
times when the waterproof features are required

• Fibre layer increases airflow through the mattress core
• Removable outer cover can be washed at 60°
• Hypo allergenic and water resistant inner cover can be used as a 

sleeping surface whilst outer cover is in the wash

Features:

• Dual sided cover; Luxury thermo regulating 
quilted top panel for cooler nights. Super soft 
Tencel moisture regulating knit base panel for 
warmer nights

• 190 pocket spring unit encased in quality 
nursery grade dent resistant foam

• The springs move independently of each 
other for superb support and comfort. Air 
flows freely through the mattress core

• Removable outer cover can be washed at 60º
• Hypo allergenic and water resistant inner 

cover can be used as a sleeping surface 
whilst outer cover is in the wash

Features:

• Breathable and hypoallergenic properties
• Removable outer cover can be washed at 

60°
• Up to 190 individual pocket springs provide 

increased support for your baby’s back, 
neck and head

• Nursery grade dent resistant foam offers 
superb support and comfort for toddlers

Features:

• Inner core made up of coconut coir & 
bonded with latex

• Coconut core acts like lots of tiny springs
• Inner core wrapped in lambswool which 

offers optimum protection against dust 
mites

• Lambswool helps to regulate babies body 
temperature & is suitable for children with 
allergies

• Natural bamboo soft-touch removable 
cover with zip

• Removable outer cover can be washed 
at 60°

• Cover is tough on bacteria & odours due 
to its natural properties

• Bio-degradable

Removeable Tencel 
airflow cover Breathable 3D cover Winter thermo 

quilted cover
Quilted 
microfibre 
top cover
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